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ABSTRACT 

Keybinding is a part of the game experience players tend to see as a brief 

interaction and is often overlooked as insignificant. 

The objective of the thesis was to provide improvement suggestions to the 

commissioner regarding their game’s spaceship keybind menu through findings 

from formal analyses of two other space simulator games and a focus group 

discussion. 

The author of the thesis worked for the commissioner as a user interface 

designer and produced an updated spaceship keybind menu to the comissioner’s 

product. The design process of the interface was described and evaluated. 

Qualitative methods used were formal analyses of two space simulator games 

and a focus group discussion in order to provide improvement suggestions to the 

commissioner regarding the spaceship keybind menu. 

The formal analyses found that there were specific design conventions used in 

keybinding interfaces of simulator games. The focus group discussion revealed 

common problems players have with keybinding interface and user experience 

design.  

The study found that more time is needed to conduct a more comprehensive 

research of other simulator games. More focus group discussions or individual 

interviews with players with even more experience in simulator games are 

needed but the study provided a good basis for future research on the subject. 

Additionally, accessibility and controllers in simulator games would make a great 

research subject of its own. 

Keywords: user interface design, keybinding, simulator game, video game, 

usability
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Not many players think of keybinding as a significant part of the gameplay 

experience and tend to overlook it. The process of keybinding is typically brief or 

non-existent, however the process is highlighted in simulator games. For games 

of this genre, the importance of well-designed keybinding interfaces are 

tantamount for the user experience. 

 

Massachusetts Institution of Technology (n.d.) defines keybindings as a 

connection between a physical key on a keyboard and an action. Keybindings do 

not detect upper- or lower-case letters and modifier buttons such as Control are 

seen as a separate key press (MIT n.d.). The same logic is used in video games 

as well.  

 

The aim of the thesis is to provide improvement suggestions to improve the 

spaceship binding menu of the simulator game Starbase (2021) based on 

findings from other space simulator games and a focus group discussion. These 

research methodologies are defined more specifically in Chapter 2 of this thesis. 

The thesis focuses on keyboard and mouse input binding, other controllers are 

discussed but they do not hold as much influence on the findings. 

 

The interest to the study’s subject stems from the fact that the author worked as a 

user interface designer at Frozenbyte and designed a new version of the existing 

spaceship keybind menu interface in the summer of 2021. The author suggested 

to the company to make a thesis about the subject. Even though the author 

herself has minimal experience in simulator games in general, she felt that 

conducting the study would be good practice for working life responsibilities. 

 

The research questions the thesis intends to answer are regarding considerations 

on when designing a keybinding interface to players with varying levels of 

experience in simulator games. This includes exploring the practices used in 

designing such interfaces and how to make them approachable. The thesis 

examines themes relating to user interface design such as usability, feedback, 

and control. Themes examined more briefly are accessibility and other game 
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controller types. There are no other risks apart of the commissioner choosing not 

to use the findings of the thesis. There are no costs on the thesis process. 

 

The thesis is divided into seven chapters. The introduction describes what the 

thesis contains. The second chapter describes the research setting and methods 

used in the thesis to reach the goals set by the author. The third chapter provides 

the theory basis on user interface design. The fourth and fifth chapters focuses 

on finding answers to the research questions. The sixth chapter presents the 

work done in the project the thesis aims to improve. The seventh chapter 

examines the findings and how to apply them to the existing design as well as 

evaluates the thesis process and its success. 

 

2 RESEARCH SETTING AND METHODS 

Starbase (2021) is a hybrid voxel and vertex-based massively multiplayer online 

(MMO) space simulation game developed and published by Frozenbyte for 

Microsoft Windows. The game’s Steam Early Access (Early Access n.d.) 

launched in the summer of 2021. In the game’s universe everyone controls a 

robotic endoskeleton character, starting in one of the thirty Origin Stations at the 

beginning of the game. The emphasis is on space exploration, building own 

spaceships, player versus player (PvP) combat and player to player trading. 

(Starbase 2021.) The project was completed during the summer of 2021 after 

which the author conducted research on user interface design with the help of 

analyses and a group interview on the spring of 2022. 

 

The main goal of the thesis is to offer the commissioner improvement 

suggestions on their game’s key binding functionality and interface. The purpose 

is to provide as accurate information as possible through research findings. The 

thesis is a project-based ensemble consisting of the design process of a user 

interface and the written report comparing and analysing the design to other 

game interface design and the qualitative methods aiming to answer the research 

questions. 

 

The main research question the thesis aims to answer is: 
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• What needs to be taken into consideration when designing a key binding 
interface for mid-level to hardcore space simulator players? 

The sub-questions derived from the main research question are: 

• How are input binding interfaces designed in simulator games? 

• How to design the interface to be more easily approachable? 

 

The thesis applies the qualitative research process (Figure 1). Qualitative 

research includes methods such as interviews, focus group discussions, 

observation, content analysis, visual methods and biographies in order to 

understand contextual influences on the issues being researched (Hennink et al. 

2020, 10). The methods chosen in the design cycle were benchmarking and 

analysis of input binding interfaces from two space simulator games and a focus 

group discussion to map out the feelings, wants and expectations the participants 

have about keybinding.  

 

Figure 1. Qualitative research cycle (Hennink et al. 2020, 5) 

 

Benchmarking is a continuous and systematic process where products, services 

and processes are analysed and compared to learn, understand, and implement 

the best practices to one’s own operation (Tuominen & Niva 2005). The thesis 

uses this method in the form of a formal analysis (Lankoski & Björk 2015) where 
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the interfaces are broken down into elements and analysed. A focus group 

discussion is an interactive discussion between pre-selected participants led by a 

moderator and focuses on specific issues (Hennink et al. 2020, 138). These 

methods are discussed in more detail in their respective chapters. 

 

The ethical dimensions of the thesis include providing the commissioner with 

reliable information on improving the input binding interface design. This is done 

by gathering information on designing an easily accessible and approachable 

input binding interface from other simulator games and by conducting an 

interview with individuals who frequently use input binding in their gameplay. 

Additionally, supporting the ethicality of the thesis is the author’s aspiration to 

improve her skills in game design with the emphasis of user-friendliness. The 

focus group discussion is recorded and transcribed but the recording is only 

accessible to the author and the participants if they wish to access it. The 

identities of participants in the transcript of the focus group discussion will be 

anonymous.  

 

3 CONTROLS INTERFACE IN SIMULATION GAMES 

Saunders and Novak (2013, 143) define simulation games as involving 

presenting a real-world system in the game. This category of games is diverse 

and ranges from economic simulations to sports games. Space simulator games 

can be categorised as vehicle simulations as operating a spaceship is part of the 

core gameplay. Vehicle simulations aim for realistic controls schemes for the 

vehicles being simulated and thus have a more special interface needs to them. 

Even though these games have a lot of keybinds, mastering the realistic interface 

is appealing for players liking this genre. (Saunders & Novak 2013, 143-144.)  

 

Mapping player actions to computer hardware controls such as console 

controllers or keyboard commands is called a control scheme (Saunders & Novak 

2013, 168). Space and flight simulator games typically have a broad selection of 

control schemes from keyboard and mouse to console controllers and Hands on 

Throttle-And-Stick (HOTAS) controllers (Figure 2).  
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Figure 2. Ready-made control profiles (Star Citizen Alpha 2017) 

 

These profiles have preconfigured binding layouts thus the player has no need to 

bind actions from scratch to third-party controllers such as HOTAS that have 

unclear input labels.  

 

Accessibility asserts that designs should be usable by people of diverse abilities, 

without needing any special adaptations or modifications. The increased 

knowledge and experience in accessible design has proved that they can benefit 

every user on any level of capability. (Lidwell et al. 2010, 16.) The importance of 

accessibility in games is becoming increasingly more essential in game design. 

According to GDC’s report on the state of game industry (2022, 13) 39% of 

interviewed game developers have implemented accessibility measures to their 

games.  

 

This progression is opening the world of video games to a larger audience with 

impairments that would be unable to play games without these measures. 

Recently, third-party software such as GameGlass (2022) offer touchscreen 

controls that can be installed on the user’s phone or tablet. These types of 

controls support have the potential to solve accessibility issues involving physical 
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abilities of users and additionally make configuration more linear easier to 

approach to all users. 

 

There is also legislation overseeing accessibility, the most notable being the 

Communications and Video Accessibility Act of 2010 or CVAA (Twenty-First 

Century Communications and Video Accessibility Act 2010). The law affects 

games sold in the United States of America and requires communication 

functionality to be as accessible as possible to people with disabilities (Hamilton 

2019). For video games, the law requires any communication functionalities and 

their UIs to be accessible to people with varying levels in senses, motor, and 

cognitive abilities (McAloon 2019). The law does in most cases impact the rest of 

the game UI as not having the same accessibility functions in all interfaces 

affects the overall cohesion and style of the UI.  

 

3.1 Interface elements 

According to Churchville (2021) user interface (UI) is the point of human-

computer interaction and communication as well as a way for the user to interact 

with an application or a website. In video game development the term refers to 

anything helping the player to interact with a game as well as how the game itself 

communicates back to the player (Saunders & Novak 2013, 3). User experience 

(UX) is often intertwined with UI design, summarised by Norman and Nielsen 

(1998) as meeting the exact needs of the end-user without any unnecessary 

hassle. In video games this means that any aspect of a game’s design can have 

implications to the game’s interface (Saunders & Novak 2013, 310). 

 

Video games generally use a subset of the UI known as graphical user interface 

(GUI). The term refers to an interface with visual indicators or representations the 

user utilises in communicating with an electronic device. The popularization of 

GUIs has made computer and other digital technologies more accessible to users 

lacking technological aptitude or who have other limitations. (Technopedia 2021.)  

 

Game UIs have two primary functions, feedback, and control. Feedback from the 

UI provides information to the player, often visually through a display such as 
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television screen and through sound effects. Control refers to the game receiving 

information from the player such as button presses. Primary purposes of 

feedback are indicating status in the game such as progression toward a goal 

and teaching new concepts to the player. (Saunders & Novak 2013, 40.) 

 

Usability plays a major role in designing an intuitive and easy to understand 

interface. Usability as a term refers to user friendliness of an interface by 

providing information so users know what to do, what options they have and how 

convenient the interface is for them to use. In video games, considering usability 

during the design process helps to complement the gameplay and players can 

make meaningful choices. (Saunders & Novak 2013, 55.) 

 

In Fagerholt and Lorentzon’s (2009, 73-75) study of first-person shooters, UI 

elements are divided into non-diegetic, diegetic, meta-perception, meta-

representations, geometric and signifiers (Figure 3).  

 

Figure 3. The design space of user interfaces in FPS games (Fagerholt & Lorentzon 2009) 
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The main function on non-diegetic elements is to convey information on a high 

level of detail thus they are separate from the game world and only the player can 

observe them. Diegetic elements exist for both the player and the player avatar. 

Meta-perception elements can imitate internal perception, connecting to the 

player’s senses and can convey effects such as physical health of the player 

avatar. Meta-representations exist in the fictional game world but are not in the 

game space itself. Geometric elements are part of the physical game world but 

not in the fictional game world and are used to convey spatial information in a 

game. Signifiers carry information on external entities such as smoke from a fire. 

(Fagerholt & Lorentzon 2009, 73-75.) 

 

As a controls interface is often non-diegetic, it is separate from the game world 

itself and thus does not contribute to immersion. Immersion in games refers to 

players getting involved with the game’s experience they forget they are playing a 

game. Immersive elements in diegetic interfaces appear in the context of the 

game’s fiction and world to provide maximum immersion for the player. 

(Saunders & Novak 2013, 238.) As controls interfaces typically are there only for 

the player to remember how to interact with the game, they do not need to be 

included in the game’s world. 

 

Controls are the core of game interface design as they allow the player to provide 

input to the game. A well-designed control scheme will reduce frustration and 

allow concentration on gameplay instead of spending time on the interface. A 

control scheme is created by mapping player actions to hardware controls such 

as controllers and keyboard commands. (Saunders & Novak 2013, 167-168.) As 

the more realistic space simulators might have a massive number of 

functionalities, a control scheme alone might not be enough for the players to 

play the game in a way that best suits them.  

 

3.2 Input binding interface 

Keybindings are often preferred by advanced players in games as they can 

greatly improve usability for them. This still requires following the generic and 

genre-specific conventions if possible while keeping the game’s design needs in 
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mind. (Saunders & Novak 2013, 106.) Conventions in UI design refer consistent 

layouts and patterns that are familiar and easy to remember for most users 

(Lynch & Horton 2009, 110). However, since the shortcuts are intended for more 

advanced users, conventions such as easing the learning curve for new players 

is not a factor. (Saunders & Novak 2013, 106.)  

 

Input binding interfaces in simulator games are often comprised of elements such 

as confirmation windows, tooltips, right-click menus, and scrollbars. Saunders 

and Novak (2013, 224-226) describe confirmation windows as preventing the 

player from performing actions they did not intend to or overwriting a game save, 

and a tooltip as an interface element displaying information quickly when the 

cursor is positioned over an item without clicking it. According to Bigelow (2014) 

right-click menus provide shortcuts for actions anticipated the player might take. 

A scrollbar is defined by Saunders and Novak (2013, 174) as a control-based 

solution for limited screen space and are used when an interface contains more 

information that it can display.  

 

Most space and flight simulators can contain hundreds of different actions, 

requiring an interface for the player to set the actions they wish to use. The 

interface is typically non-diegetic with actions categorised to make finding a 

specific action easier. (Figure 4.)  
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Figure 4. Elite: Dangerous’ functionalities are under specific categories (Elite: Dangerous 2014) 

 

The most common categories found are those related to general ship control. 

Multiple inputs of the same controller can be bound to the same action in some 

games as well. This is especially useful when using a third-party software with a 

controller together or if the user wants to bind more than one input from the 

controller they are using to the action. 

 

4 BINDING IN OTHER GAMES 

Utilising already established conventions from similar games is a common 

guideline in interface design. Knowing the game’s objectives of interfaces helps 

determine which guidelines apply and which to ignore or adapt. (Saunders & 

Novak 2013, 39.) This chapter discusses and analyses the binding systems in 

other simulation games, where flying on a spaceship in an integral part of 

gameplay. The games for the analysis are selected using purposive sampling. 

 

The chosen games are Elite: Dangerous (2014) and Star Citizen (2022). Both 

games are space simulators with an emphasis on operating spaceships. 

Starbase (2021) can be categorised as quite realistic space simulator with 

science fiction elements (Figure 5).  
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Figure 5. Comparison chart of space simulator games 
 

It is realistic in the sense that the physics have been designed to mimic the real 

world, however, the player characters are robotic endoskeletons in a distant 

future somewhere in space and there are no organic lifeforms in the game’s 

universe at this moment (Starbase 2021). 

 

The analysis is done by utilising the Lankoski and Björk’s (2015) formal analysis 

of games for binding interfaces. The goal of this formal analysis is to describe the 

principles of design of the user interfaces examined in detail (Lankoski & Björk 

2015, 33). In this analysis, goals have been removed entirely as the 

functionalities are more important in the context of the thesis. Lankoski and Björk 

(2015, 23) define formal analysis of games as a study of a game without 

regarding who specifically are playing a specific instance of the game, focusing 

only on the formal features of every game.  
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These analyses study explicitly the key binding interfaces of games, disregarding 

all other aspects of these games. The author uses a pragmatic approach in this 

analysis with a customized vocabulary containing the design elements relevant in 

most formal analyses. The purpose of this vocabulary is to provide coherent yet 

detailed descriptions on the user interfaces of both games. (Lankoski & Björk 

2015, 24-25.) 

- Artifact refers to the game that is analysed. 

- Primitives are the basic building blocks of games (Lankoski & Björk 2015, 

25), in the context of this analysis the primitives refer to a user interface 

screen. 

- Components define the game space (Lankoski & Björk 2015, 25). In this 

analysis, components are the interactable elements defining the user 

interface space. 

- Component actions are the actions coming from the components 

themselves (Lankoski & Björk 2015, 26). This refers to the actions of the 

interactable elements. 

- Player actions are the actions initiated by the player (Lankoski & Björk 

2015, 25). This includes player choosing what inputs to bind.  

- System actions are the actions not originating from either players or 

components (Lankoski & Björk 2015, 26). In this analysis the term refers to 

the interface offering additional information to the player. 

 

Similar to Lankoski and Björk (2015, 28), the terms are shown in italics in the 

analysis of each game for clarity. Each analysis follows the same structure to 

facilitate the process of comparison between the games analysed. All analyses 

start with general information on the game and what is covered in the analysis. 

Then the layout of the UI is described followed by description on actions used by 

the components, the player and the system. Lastly there will be the analysis 

section on design and the five major considerations defined by Saunders and 

Novak (2013, 39) followed by an extension of analysis. 
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4.1 Elite: Dangerous 

Elite: Dangerous (2014) is an open world, space simulation MMO where players 

pilot a fighter ship in a realistic 1:1 scale of the Milky Way galaxy. As the 

emphasis is on operating a spaceship, the key binds are an essential part of 

gameplay. The analysis covers the Controls screen accessed through Options. 

 

- The UI consists of the following component types: buttons, collapsibles, 

dropdowns, sliders, toggles, key binds, analogue inputs locked options, 

confirmation window and scrollbar.  

- The component actions are key input recording, analogue input recording, 

dropdown options, collapsible options, toggle options and highlight on 

hover or click.  

- The player actions are clicking, dragging, binding an input to an action, 

accepting or cancelling an activity and navigating the interface. 

- The system actions are confirmation, information and locking or unlocking 

components. 

 

There are 56 analogue inputs, 510 key binds, 73 sliders and 134 toggle inputs in 

total (Appendix 1). All actions are categorised under collapsibles (Figure 6).   

 

 

Figure 6. Example of collapsibles (Elite: Dangerous 2014) 

 

Collapsibles are visualised by an orange rectangular box with a plus sign inside. 

Clicking opens the category specific actions and their options. These options are 

in the forms of toggles and sliders found under dropdowns and additional 
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collapsibles. Dropdowns are used when there are more than two toggle options 

and collapsibles are used for additional action specific configurations. 

 

Key binds are visualised with two boxes next to an action where the player can 

bind two inputs to the same action (Figure 7). This can be used for controllers 

such as HOTAS, joysticks or if the player just wishes to have two keyboard 

buttons performing the same action. 

 

 

Figure 7. Example of key bind boxes (Elite: Dangerous 2014) 

 

There are two buttons on the initial screen layout known as Cancel and Apply, 

these are used to save or revert the changes made to the keybinds as a whole. 

Other buttons are found from the confirmation window. These are used to confirm 

or cancel the action being made. Toggles provide two or more additional settings 

for a specific input such as regular or inverted analogue controller axis. Sliders 

are used for either mouse-specific settings or setting a deadzone for an axis. 

Locked options are components tied to the system detecting if an analogue input 

has been bound to an action. These elements are indicated with a darker grey 

colour. Clicking or dragging them produces no response. 

 

Component actions are a response to player actions in the UI. To bind a button 

input, the player clicks on a key bind box, opening a key input recording state 

(Figure 8).  
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Figure 8. Key input recording state (Elite: Dangerous 2014) 

 

The player does the same process to access the analogue input recording state 

for controller binding. The recording state window stays open until an input is 

assigned or the process is cancelled by pressing Escape. 

 

The scrollbar can be used by the player to navigate the categories. However, 

using the scrollbar is not always necessary as the player can scroll down with 

either a mouse wheel or a controller. The scrollbar indicates that there is 

additional content in the interface. 

 

Collapsible options and dropdown options are activated when the player clicks on 

either component (Figure 9).  
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Figure 9. Additional settings are indicated by either a collapsible box or a dropdown arrow (Elite: 
Dangerous 2014) 

 

These offer additional settings to a specific action which are configured either via 

a slider or a toggle. Hovering over an option highlights the area with orange and a 

selected area is highlighted with white.  

 

Conflicts detected when binding an input is shown in the form of confirmation. 

When a key is already being used in some other action, the system informs the 

player about this with a confirmation window (Figure 10).  

 

 

Figure 10. Confirmation window for binding a new input (Elite: Dangerous 2014) 
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Confirmation windows help prevent mistakes and even if a mistake is made, it 

can be cancelled by the “Cancel” button at the bottom left of the screen. 

However, this can create frustration as the binding process needs to be restarted 

every time this is done. If the constant confirming starts to become tiresome, the 

confirmation window does offer the option to always confirm the binding changes. 

This can lead to mistakes but are easily reversible by either cancelling the 

process by exiting and re-entering the menu. Even if the changes are applied 

they can be reversed by selecting a profile from the preset dropdown at the top of 

the bindings list. 

 

When the player hovers over an action, explanation of the action’s functionality 

appears to the left side of the screen (Figure 11). This system action provides the 

player information about what the action is used for. 

 

 

Figure 11. Information on an action’s functionality highlighted with red (Elite: Dangerous 2014) 

 

If there is an analogue input bound to an action, the system unlocks the options 

of the action that can be interacted with. This is indicated by changing the locked 

option colours from grey to dark orange as with all other active components in the 

UI. Locking a component happens when an action does not have an analogue 

input bound to it. 

 

The genre-specific conventions used in Elite’s keybinding interface are the 

location of the keybinds, all binds are under specific categories, more than one 
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input can be bound to an action, additional information on an action’s 

functionalities are provided and ready-made profiles for multiple controllers. The 

lastly mentioned profiles have become common in modern day simulators as 

there is a vast amount of controllers the players use on the market today 

(Verkkokauppa.com 2022). 

 

Flight operation related binds are at the top of the list after mouse controls and 

easy to find (Appendix 1). Other less important binds for core gameplay comes 

after. Collapsibles help to keep the binds organised under their respective 

categories by hiding unneeded information in the layout, thus reducing interface 

clutter (Saunders & Novak 2013, 228). 

 

Additional information on each action clarifies its functionalities. The interface’s 

colour scheme is simple, using only orange, white, red and a few shades of grey 

indicate the state of the elements such as if they’re interactable or activated. The 

text of the menu is clear, all actions are written in upper case letters and 

additional information written normally. 

 

Investigating other controller layouts and how their binding processes look like is 

an easy approach to continuing analysing the interface in the future. The 

interface could also be examined purely from the accessibility point of view. 

 

4.2 Star Citizen 

Star Citizen (2017) is an online space simulation game currently in the Alpha 

stage of development, current version of the game at the time of the thesis being 

3.17. The term Alpha in video game production refers to game testing by players 

is done in parallel with the development of the game. Alpha testing requires the 

players to document any failures happening in the game to the developers for 

them fix the issues. (Ixie Gaming 2021.) The publishing date used in the thesis is 

when the third Alpha version was published as every major update changes the 

game greatly compared to what it previously was (Roberts Space Industries 

2017). 
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 Although there are other features in the game being on foot and ground vehicle 

gameplay, the spaceships remain as the priority feature in the game. As the ships 

are designed to be as realistic as possible, the key bindings are a very important 

aspect of properly running a ship’s systems. (Star Citizen Alpha 2017.) Two 

different interface primitives are examined: Controls and Keybindings that are 

accessed through Options.  

 

- The UI components are buttons, collapsibles, dropdowns, sliders, toggles, 

keybinds, analogue input, confirmation window and curves. 

- The component actions are key input recoding, analogue input recoding, 

binding timer, collapsible options, dropdown options, toggle options and 

confirmation windows. 

- The player actions are clicking a component, dragging or clicking a slider, 

dragging a curve point, navigating the view, binding an input to an action 

and accepting or canceling an activity. 

- The system actions are confirmation, disabling or enabling components, 

prompts and information. 

 

Mouse inversion settings and sensitivity curves in the Controls menu and the 

input bindings in the Keybindings menu are categorised under collapsibles 

(Figure 12).  

 

 

Figure 12. Collapsibles (Star Citizen Alpha 2017) 

 

These are indicated with a plus sign before the category name. Clicking a 

collapsible opens the collapsible options being a list of actions and their settings.  
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Controls have 42 sliders and 37 toggles, Keybindings have 26 analogue inputs 

and 462 keybinds as seen in Appendices 2/1 and 2/10. The general screen 

layout in both primitives include buttons and a toggle. The buttons on top of the 

screen have other Options categories. Clicking the Back button exits the Options 

menu. The toggle at the bottom right of the screen changes the controller type. 

These controller types are keyboard and mouse, gamepad and joystick or 

HOTAS. Changing the type changes what settings there are available according 

to the controller selected. The settings components in both primitives are inside 

an outlined area at the centre of the screen.  

 

Located at the bottom centre of the screen there are prompt elements guiding 

how to operate the menus (Figure 13).  

 

 

Figure 13. Keyboard and mouse prompts (Star Citizen Alpha 2017) 

 

These prompts are found in both Controls and Keybindings. The information 

these prompts provide changes depending on player actions such as interacting 

with a collapsible. If the player presses Enter, the prompts are illustrated as 

keyboard buttons and to a mouse when clicking a mouse. 

 

The Controls UI is used for controller configuration. With a keyboard and mouse 

setup, this means settings for the mouse. Mouse inversion and sensitivity curves 

have been categorised under collapsibles. Other settings are listed after these 

two categories. Controls have two types of toggles: the yes or no toggle where 
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either option is selected by clicking on an arrow button and the disable-toggle for 

enabling or disabling an action (Figure 14). 

 

 

Figure 14. Disable-toggle (Star Citizen Alpha 2017) 

 

The disable-toggle is a rectangular box before the feature name. Clicking it 

highlights the whole column and a line appears inside the rectangle. This 

disables the action, making the yes or no toggle unusable unless the action is 

enabled again. 

 

Mouse sensitivity is adjusted with sliders and curve editors. Sliders appear next 

to the action name and next to them are the curve’s numerical value and an “Edit 

Curve” button. Clicking on the button opens a small size, opaque curve editor 

menu. This menu is comprised of a grid with a diagonal line representing the 

curve, the curve’s value, a slider and cancelling and saving buttons. The original 

position of the curve is indicated with a dashed line and areas the point of the 

curve being adjusted cannot be moved to are coloured in dark red. (Figure 15.)  
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Figure 15. Clicking the curve line creates points of further adjustment (Star Citizen Alpha 2017) 

 

The curve is edited by clicking or dragging the slider or by clicking on the 

diagonal line in the grid, creating points on the line from which the curve can be 

fine-tuned further. A confirmation window opens when the player clicks the curve 

or the slider, the system confirms from the player if they wish to continue 

modifying the curve. 

 

Keybindings UI is used to check the default controller layouts and for input 

binding. The view opens to a control layout image of a keyboard and mouse, 

mapping out all default keybindings, pressing the controller toggle provides a 

layout for a console controller. For joystick and HOTAS layouts there is a text 

asking to refer to advanced keybinding menu for their controls (Star Citizen Alpha 

2017).  

 

The UI has two dropdown menus. The dropdown options containing the Flight 

and on foot modes are found next to the controller toggle. Choosing the mode 

shows the binding layout with actions related to the mode. The second dropdown 

is found in the advanced controls customization view on the same location on the 

screen as flight and on foot modes. This menu’s dropdown options show all the 
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ready-made control profiles the game supports, and the player can save any 

changes done or reset back to default binds. 

 

Clicking the advanced controls customization button contains the customisable 

keybinds. All keybinds are categorised under collapsibles. There is only one 

binding input for each action. The player assigns an input by double-clicking 

anywhere of an action’s column, this highlights the column and a binding timer is 

shown visually with a text notification (Figure 16).  

 

 

Figure 16. Binding state timer (Star Citizen Alpha 2017) 

 

A light blue line on the column shortens with time when in the input binding state. 

Pressing a key or moving the mouse binds an input to the action.  

 

In addition to an input bind, a double tap function can be added to an action. This 

function is shown to the player by the system as a prompt (Figure 12). The player 

clicks on the action they want to bind and presses the Y key on the keyboard to 

add the double tapping function. The action can already have an input bound to it 

or the input can be bound after setting the function. The action can then be 

performed only by double tapping the input. This can prevent the player from 

making actions they might not want to do as it requires more than one pressing of 

an input. 
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Confirmation is needed from the player when the system detects that the input 

being bound is already used by another action (Figure 17).  

 

 

Figure 17. Input binding confirmation window (Star Citizen Alpha 2017) 

 

The confirmation window visualises this by listing all actions using the bind. The 

player can either cancel or accept the bind assignment. 

 

The conventions used in both primitives are the categorisation of actions and the 

ready-made profiles for multiple controllers that are presented in a clear manner. 

Input recording and its timer is shown visually to the player, illustrating how much 

time there is to choose an input to bind. The other Options categories are easily 

accessed at any point in the UI. Having the preset controls images in 

Keybindings offers a substantial amount of help to the player for quickly checking 

the default bindings for a keyboard and mouse. However, as there are hundreds 

of keybinds, mapping them to a limited space is difficult and even with the default 

binds the user can quickly get overwhelmed and confused. These preset images 

additionally do not change their content information when binding or unbinding an 

action from a key, making the image impractical for the player if all keybindings 

have been changed from the defaults. 

 

Prompts are mostly clear with the exception of double clicking the mouse to 

initiate input binding, the text cuts off which makes it unclear for the player 
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(Figure 13). The category names do implicate the types of actions listed under 

them. However, they don’t clearly explain any functionalities and require the 

player to test them through trial and error thus costing the player time they could 

spend playing the game itself. The colour scheme is fairly dark but all text use 

white to pop out. However, the text is fairly small and the outlined area for 

settings components discussed previously in this chapter, has a lot of space 

which could be utilised. 

 

The analysis can be furthered by examining the joystick and HOTAS layouts and 

bindings. The interface can also be analysed from the accessibility point of view 

and test what types of controllers not included in the controller profile list the 

game supports and how well does the support work. 

 

4.3 Comparison analysis 

The formal analysis showed that in both analysed games keybinds were the most 

prominent customisation option being over 60% of all other UI elements (Figure 

18). As total the numbers were 462 and 510 keybinds that highlights the 

complexity of keybinding design in simulator games. 

 

 

Figure 18. Portion of each input in both UIs 

 

Since the thesis focuses on keybindings, the amount of analogue inputs in the UI 

is fairly small in both games. Elite combines both mouse settings with input 

binding whereas Star Citizen has separated sliders and toggles to Controls 

screen and analogue and keybinds to Keybindings screen. Elite does have fewer 
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functions but more keybinds than Star Citizen because two keybinds can be 

assigned to one action.  

 

Star Citizen’s preset images are useful for both new and experienced players 

alike; new players can use it to familiarise themselves to the game’s controls and 

experienced players are able to quickly check bindings not used often in 

gameplay. Both games have ready-made input bindings for most common 

controllers such as gamepad, joystick, and HOTAS. This saves time and the 

player has no need to bind all inputs to the controller themselves and they serve 

as a base for building their own custom setup. 

 

Both games list keybinds under categorised lists indicated with a collapsible 

element. Elite offers clear information regarding action functionalities; Star Citizen 

unfortunately lacks on this front especially with some category names such as 

E.V.A (Appendix 2/6). It is important to note that Star Citizen is still currently in 

the Alpha phase of development and the UI will most likely change with time. 

 

In Elite, the analogue deadzones are set with sliders and are easily found in the 

menu; in Star Citizen the analogue deadzones are set with curves in the Controls 

menu. Finding these curves if not knowing what to look for can be difficult. Input 

binding state in Elite has no set time limit, closing only when an input is assigned 

or the process cancelled. In contrast, Star Citizen has a set time for input binding, 

not assigning anything if the timer runs out. 

 

5 FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSION 

Saunders and Novak (2013, 102) emphasize how important it is to know the 

game’s audience and provide an interface best suited for its needs. This chapter 

covers the focus group discussion where a small group of participants invited by 

the author discuss their views and experiences with keybindings in video games. 

Focus group discussions are an interactive discussion between pre-selected 

participants focusing on specific issues. Generally, the aim of these discussions 

is to gain a vast range of views on the research topic in an environment where 

the participants feel comfortable to express them. Focus groups can help the 
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researcher identify a range of issues and the data generated from a group 

interaction is very different to that of an in-depth interview with a single 

participant. (Hennink et al. 2020, 138.) 

 

The interview was conducted remotely via a Discord call and lasted for an hour. 

The themes discussed with the participants were about their experiences with 

keybinding in video games, what grievances they had about keybinding 

interfaces and user experience and general improvement ideas regarding 

usability in such interfaces. 

 

5.1 Focus group discussion design 

The author designed a discussion guide to help conducting the group discussion. 

Hennink et al. (2020, 143) define the guide as a list of topics and series of actual 

questions acting as a checklist to ensure that all key topics and issues are 

covered in the discussion. A well-structured guide will help introduce the topic, 

open the discussion, develop rapport in the group and help focus on key topics, 

and bring the group discussion to a close.  

 

The discussion guide designed for the thesis follows a funnel structure (Figure 

19) with broad opening questions, moving to specific questions and finishing the 

discussion with closing questions. (Hennink et al. 2020, 143.) 
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Figure 19. Funnel design of the discussion guide (Hennink et al. 2020, 144) 

 

The questions for the discussion were designed to be short, clear and simple and 

to be asked in a conversational style. The three aspects of question design were 

followed to promote discussion, avoiding direct personal questions and having 

fewer questions compared to an in-depth interview. (Hennink et al. 2020, 147.) 

 

Typically, this type of data collection process is cyclical, meaning that there would 

be more than one focus group discussion as the first initial discussion identifies 

issues that can be asked about in subsequent group discussions. This generates 

richer data and allows exploring the research issues in greater depth. (Hennink et 

al. 2020, 142.) However, due to time constraints and the size of the thesis, there 

is only one focus group discussion. The discussion does still generate data for 

the purposes of the thesis and can act as a basis for future research. 

 

5.2 Conducting the discussion  

The group consisted of participants already familiar with each other and the 

author. Some advantages of pre-existing include easier recruitment, participation 
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is higher due to shared obligation to attend the discussion and less time is 

typically needed to develop rapport as participants already know each other. 

Risks such as over-disclosure and reduced confidentiality were not an issue as 

the topic had no personal dimensions to it. (Hennink et al. 2020, 151.) 

 

The group discussion started with the author providing the participants with 

general information about the thesis and what themes will be discussed. 

Participants gave consent to recording the discussion and are referred as 

participants A, B, C and D. The discussion started with introductory questions 

about their experience and the usage of keybinding in games generally. The 

analysis discusses the grievances and improvement ideas the participants had 

about keybinding regarding user experience and user interfaces. 

 

5.3 Discussion analysis 

Participants had varying levels of experience in keybinding, most experiences 

coming from MMOs. Three participants described how most of their keybinding 

customisation in games is done in MMOs, more minimal changes are sometimes 

done in first person shooting games with actions such as crouching and melee 

attacks seen in Appendices 3/1 and 3/4. Recurring themes that surfaced during 

the discussion were about user experience, usability, clarity, and feedback.  

 

Participants B and D expressed having a decent amount of experience in 

simulator games. Participant D described their experiences with HOTAS 

controllers and mentioned how simulators require regular playing being one of 

the reasons they rarely use it. Participant B recounted their experiences 

specifically with vehicular simulators such as ARMA (2013) and some space 

simulators and survival games. (Appendix 3/2.) 

 

The user experience with keybinding UIs in general was a source of frustration to 

all participants. The participants all had similar issues with learning and 

remembering keybinds. The problem accentuates when there’s even a short 

break from playing a game with complex gameplay and keybinds (Appendix 3/2).  
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The incoherence of the keybinding UI was described as annoying by the 

participants. Participant A expressed their distaste toward the keybinding UI in 

general, describing the UI layout in MMOs as a “cluster” and the process of 

keybinding “a hassle” (Appendix 3/4). Participant B held the opinion that the 

game developers think the UI is designed well but it is usually the total opposite 

(Appendix 3/5).  

 

The participants shared their views on improvement ideas that could be applied 

generally to all keybinding UIs in games seen in Appendix 3/6. Clarity and 

simplicity was emphasised by all participants. Finding the keybinding menu as 

quickly and easy as possible and testing the system to ensure it is properly 

functional were important aspects to participant B. Participant C suggested a 

quick check button for seeing most common but not always used hotkeys to help 

with remembering binds. Participant D proposed features such as highlighting the 

most important binds, a search feature for finding a specific action, having 

explanations what the actions are and tutorials to going through keybinding. 

Participant A mentioned dummy guides for beginners they have found that 

instructions online are mostly about doing what feels best for the user. Participant 

A felt this creates a threshold for beginners who don’t know where to start. 

 

6 STARBASE 

Starbase is designed to a particular audience with experience and interest in 

building their own spaceships and stations from scratch by collecting resources 

from asteroids and moons and then refining them into building materials. The 

game has its own coding system for configuring functionalities of spaceships and 

other machinery. (Starbase 2021.) This chapter covers the design process of the 

key binding UI for the game’s spaceships. 

 

6.1 Overview of the project 

The author started working for Frozenbyte in May 2021 as a user interface 

designer. The first task was to redesign the input binding menu for spaceships in 

the game. The original plan was to redesign the key bind-tab in an in-game 
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diegetic Universal Tool menu the player’s avatar wields. This was then changed 

to a separate 2D-window included in a new non-diegetic inventory menu. This 

menu will contain various windows and its purpose is for the player to access 

these in whatever situation and as quick as possible. The design process of the 

project was completed at the end of summer 2021. The UI is not yet physically in 

the game itself as the new inventory menu itself is still under development. 

(Starbase 2021.)  

 

The game’s standard input binds are accessed in the game’s settings and include 

the basic input binds for operating ships and operate as default input binds for 

controlling a ship. Changing the standard input binds will affect the default binds 

in all ships the player uses. Currently in the game the ship specific key binds are 

in a diegetic menu accessed by sitting on a pilot chair in a spaceship and 

pressing the letter V on the keyboard (Figure 20).  

 

 

Figure 20. Ship specific key binds accessed by pressing V on keyboard (Frozenbyte 2021) 
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The idea behind the ship specific key binds is that its system detects all nearby 

interactable devices in the ship and compiles a list of actions the player can then 

bind (Starbase 2021). 

 

The menu has a predetermined input binds list, which contains all the basic 

actions. When an input bind is changed, this automatically creates a custom input 

binding set. The redesigned menu has the same functioning logic as the ship 

specific binds list. Additionally, in the redesigned menu’s main purpose is for the 

player to access the menu quicker and assign pilot chairs from different ships to a 

desired input binding set. (Starbase 2021.) 

 

The project resulted in over 150 mock up prototypes of the menu. A mock up is a 

prototype of a design providing designers a method to visualise, evaluate, learn, 

and improve the design specifications until the wanted result is achieved. The 

design process of the thesis used evolutionary prototyping where the initial 

prototype is developed, evaluated, and refined in a loop until it evolves into the 

final design. (Lidwell et al. 2010, 194.)  

 

Design iteration occurred between each mock up process. Design iteration 

occurs when design concepts are explored, tested, and refined, narrowing the 

wide range of possibilities until the design conforms to design requirements 

(Lidwell et al. 2010, 142). The interface was designed according to Starbase’s UI 

style guide. A style guide in UI design is a set of rules dictating how the interface 

should look and feel. Style guides often contain colour and font directions, logo 

and icon examples, element spacing and balance rules and other guides 

regarding the number of objects on screen at a time. (Saunders & Novak 2013, 

257.) 

 

6.2 Design process of the interface 

Because the interface changed location in the game from the hand-held device of 

the character to the non-diegetic interface, the hand-held mock ups have been 

excluded from the thesis and the focus is on the new interface. The first version 

was based loosely on the ship specific key binding interface seen in Figure 3 with 
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the collapsible custom input binding sets menu. However, the author soon 

noticed she had misunderstood the core idea of the task and the use of the UI 

style guide through feedback from colleagues and redesigned the layout. 

 

As the purpose of the key binding interface and general working practices of UI 

design became clearer to the author thanks to the help from colleagues, a layout 

following the UI style guide was designed. This layout provided a basis for further 

iterations. All input binding sets are listed in a navigation tree on the left side of 

the menu with a search bar helping find a specific input binding set from the list. 

A button for creating a new custom input binding set is above the search bar and 

next to it a button for sorting these sets by date. The functionality of the sorting 

button was unclear thus it was removed. The layout of the menu changed slightly 

between each iteration composition wise: the button for creating a new input 

binding set moved to the bottom of the navigation tree, the default input binding 

set was moved to upper left corner and separated from custom input binding sets 

and a clear sorting button was added that shows what sorting mode is used. 

 

The interface also contains feedback elements. These elements are mostly 

entrenched in usability considerations and are designed to make a game more 

enjoyable and less frustrating to the player. (Saunders & Novak 2013, 224.) 

The menu uses confirmation windows when creating, renaming, or deleting a 

input binding set (Figure 21) and when binding an input to an action. 

 

 

Figure 21. Pop-up menu accessed via right click menu for renaming a input binding set 
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The context menu, or right-click menu that is accessed by right-clicking on an 

element in the interface. These menus provide shortcuts for actions anticipated 

the player might take (Bigelow 2014). 

 

Additional information about an input binding set is shown in a tooltip when 

hovered over any of the custom sets and allows the player to quickly browse 

through them without needing to click on each one and costing the player time 

(Figure 22).  

 

 

Figure 22. Hovering over an input binding set opens a tooltip showing further information 

 

The tooltip shows the input binding set name, instructions on editing the set, date 

and time the set was saved and pilot chairs using the input binding set in 

question. 

 

The manner of visually communicating different types of information required 

colour differentiation (Figure 23). Colour differentiation refers to the process of 

using colours to improve visibility and provide feedback to the player.  
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Figure 23. Information inside brackets offer further clarification to the player 

 

This is commonly used to show how seemingly similar interface elements 

possess different properties such as health and energy bars (Saunders & Novak 

2013, 234). Colour differentiation is used in the input binding set tooltip and when 

showing the active chair in the navigation tree. 

 

To help understand how the binding process is accomplished, the process has 

been illustrated as a flowchart (Figure 24). A flowchart is one part of interface 

design documentation helping with communicating design details to a 

programmer who will implement and create the interface in the game. It is a 

graphical depiction of the interface’s functionality without the need for a detail 

long description in text. Each interface screen is presented by a box with arrows 

indicating the relation between the screens and elements to each other. 

(Saunders and Novak 2013, 225.)  
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Figure 24. Flowchart of the keyboard or mouse input binding process 

 

The flowchart shows the process of keyboard and mouse input binding. Binding 

is done by clicking on any of the cells in the binds column on the input binding set 

list, except any unavailable binds the chair does not detect around. This opens a 

Bind input pop-up ready to record a keyboard button, left and right mouse button 

or an analog controller button and axis. The pop-up automatically closes when an 

input is assigned. (Starbase 2021.) 
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The final design of the interface when opened has a set default size and can be 

dragged across the screen. The window is resizable for the player and has no set 

maximum dimensions. However, the window does have a minimum size that 

cannot be reduced past its set dimensions. (Figure 25.)  

 

 

Figure 25. Menu’s default and minimum size comparison 

 

The pilot chair bindsets menu will be found in the new inventory menu window; 

however, as the menu is still in the design process the exact location of where to 

find it is yet to be defined. 

 

7 RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 

The main results showed that input binding interfaces in simulator games are 

designed by utilising conventions and thinking about the game and the player’s 

needs. Keybinding UIs should list and categorise actions, a logical order being 

the categories integral to the gameplay itself located at the top of the list. The 

categories should be elements that both show and hide actions to reduce 

unnecessary clutter and confusing the player. Today’s simulator games offer 

support for the most common controllers and have ready-made bindings done to 

reduce the time and effort the player would otherwise spend on binding. A great 

convention used by some simulator games is to have the ability to bind multiple 
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inputs to the same action. This provides the player more freedom in customising 

their setup.  

 

The author’s work at Frozenbyte elucidated the general design pipeline of input 

binding interfaces. A substantial amount of time in design was spent in finding out 

the functionalities needed for the interface and multiple iterations had to occur 

during the process. 

 

In order to design a more easily approachable interface to player with differing 

levels of experience in simulator games, asking the players themselves offer 

considerable amount of insight in terms of user experience. Simple UI layout 

reduces player frustration and having as linear path to the menu as possible 

eases the binding process and saves time for the player to focus on playing the 

game itself. A visual controller layout guide similar to Star Citizen can lower the 

threshold for new players wanting to try simulator games and veteran players can 

quickly check the default binds. Helping measures in the UI itself such as a 

search feature to quickly find specific action would be beneficial. Including 

explanations to the actions would clarify them to the player further. 

 

The study succeeded in establishing a basis for future research regarding the 

subject and offer improvement ideas regarding the keybinding UI for the 

commissioner. The study to be more comprehensive requires benchmarking a 

larger quantity of simulator games to build a list of all conventions used in the 

keybinding UI. Accessibility issues regarding these games would make a good 

study subject all by itself. Additionally, more time would be required to specifically 

find players with more experience in simulator games and conduct either group 

discussions or individual interviews to gather more data.  
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Figure 10. Confirmation window for binding a new input. Frontier Developments. 
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Figure 20. Ship specific key binds accessed by pressing V on keyboard. 

Frozenbyte. 2022. Starbase. Video Game. Helsinki: Frozenbyte. 
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